
BRYTE, THE BRAND



Brand background

All ideas begin somewhere; by uncovering some hidden truth. We found our truth 
when understanding that life isn’t about avoiding risk, but facing it with calculated 
perception, insight and action. They say it’s best to keep your friends close and 
your enemies closer. Well, so to our relationship should exist with risk. When we 
befriend risk, we disarm it and so too, we cra� a deeper understanding, shining a 
light on what at first seems scary and unknown.



Our core brand idea: Light

The core idea behind Bryte is light.

In darkness and uncertainty, it's with light that through chaos 
comes clarity. It’s with light we empower our customers to make en-
during decisions about risk; to seek a deeper aspect of insurance 
knowledge and develop insight and experience that faces risk head 
on. Ultimately, to acknowledge, understand and mitigate against risk 
is to shine a light when others believe there is darkness.

Bryte is the cast of golden light for our customers and partners; 
a sense of calm in the storm. Stability through turmoil. It is on the 
basis of solid advice, the light on the horizon, breaking through 
the darkest of clouds, that Bryte is built. 

Bryte is the light against risk.



To live our new purpose, and uphold our new identity, we must embody 
what we stand for. To approach risk with purpose. To shine a light on risk 
and cast aside uncertainty and darkness.

Our new brand is a solid reflection of our intention moving forward; 
to proactively mitigate risk for our customers, our partners and our bro-
kers. We hope our new brand gives you the confidence to live the values 
that will guide our company’s path, as we seek to guide others safely 
through risk.

This is what it means for Bryte to approach risk with purpose.
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Partnership Light The Partnership Seal

Our Identity

Our identity stands for the unwavering commitment for B2B partnership; 
partnership between Bryte and Brokers and so too between Brokers and 
Business. So important is this commitment that our logo mark was created 
from the knotting together of 2 Bs to emphasise our value in creating enduring 
partnerships. 

Because we know, it’s only when you create partnerships of real substance 
that you may begin to approach risk with purpose and be a part of creating 
something that endures.
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